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Vector-valued information

Vector valued quantities are abundant in natural sciences. Let’s ex-

ploit, embed, or learn geometric/physical cues!

Extend E(3) equivariance towards vector-valued quantities, e.g.

force or velocity.

E(3) equivariance = equivariance with respect to rotations,

translation, reflections, (and permutations).

Augment message and node update networks with vector-valued

quantities.

Steerable features, steerable vector spaces, steerable MLPs

Loosely speaking, steerability wrt certain group: objects transform

with matrix-vector multiplication.

We work in the basis spanned by spherical harmonics.

Spherical harmonics embedding is equivariant w.r.t rotations (we

work with subspaces on which rotations act).

Clebsch-Gordan (CG) tensor product provides equivariant map

between steerable vector spaces.

Steerable E(3) Equivariant Graph Neural Networks (SEGNNs)
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Message (φm) and node update (φf ) networks as CG tensor prod-

ucts interleaved with non-linearities:
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Non-linear vs linear convolution

Group convolutions, one way or the other (Bekkers 2019):

“Any equivariant linear layer between feat maps on

homogeneous spaces is a group convolution”

Steerable vs regular convolution

If X ≡ G/H : kernel has symmetry constraints

(SchNet, EGNN, ...)

Idea of non-linear convolution discussed in Section 3.

Recent work by Cesa, Lang & Weiler (2022): comprehensive

theory and code framework for general steerable CNNs.

New steerable activation functions

Framing message passing as non-linear convolution allows us to see

the node update as new equivariant activation function:
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Activation function as non-linear MLPs, which are applied node-wise.

Performance and applicability

SEGNNs work especially well when there is physical and geometrical

information available:

Enrich (steer) node updates via velocity, force, momentum,

acceleration, spin, angular momentum …

Enrich (steer) messages via relative position, relative forces, dipole

moments, …

Method MSE

SE(3)-Tr. .0244

TFN .0155

NMP .0107

Radial Field .0104

EGNN .0070

SElinear .0116

SEnon-linear .0060

SEGNNG .0056

SEGNNG+P .0043
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